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Abbreviations used in the project/this script: 

 

C2C   Challenge to Change 

PE   Play Equal, the umbrella Erasmus+ project  

KW1C   Koning Willem 1 college (MBO school in 's-Hertogenbosch) 

BVS   Bossche Vakschool (VMBO school in 's-Hertogenbosch) 

SvdT   School for the Future - KW1C building 

OO'sH   Entrepreneurial Education 's-Hertogenbosch 

PABO   Pedagogical academy for primary education 

mbo   secondary vocational education 

HBO   higher professional education 

VO   secondary education 
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1. INTRODUCTION Hackathon 'Challenge to Change'  

1.1 Situation sketch and problem statement 

Play Equal was a European Erasmus+ education project in which the municipality of 's-

Hertogenbosch, the Koning Willem 1 College, the Bossche Vocational School, Ondernemend 

Onderwijs and partner schools and organizations in Soest (D) and Graz & Leibnitz (O) 

collaborated. Check out the website for more information Play Equal . Play Equal aimed to 

create and facilitate more equal opportunities and social inclusion for (disadvantaged) pupils 

between the ages of 12 and 19. Together with the partners, new ways have been explored 

and created to give students a better and more equal starting point in their adult life. The 

project drew on the experiences of pupils, parents, teachers and policy makers in the field of 

secondary and vocational education. Play Equal focused on results at strategic (policy) level, 

management level (school) and operational level (curriculum). 

 

Six partial results, intellectual outputs (IO), have been formulated for this project: 

● IO1: learning from social inclusion through (best) practices 

● IO2: action research: framework and validation of key success factors 

● IO3: co-creating an educational partnership between schools and parents 

● IO4: blueprint: combination of formal and non-formal methods for learning in a continuous 

process. 

● IO5: Hackathon: innovative way to bring new solutions to the table 

● IO6: aligning social inclusion with school and government policy.  

 

This scenario is the elaboration of IO5, a Hackathon for young people aged 12-19 from 

secondary education. You can use this to organize your own hackathon. The Hackathon 
1organized in 's-Hertogenbosch as part of Play Equal has been given the name Challenge to 

Change . An important recommendation came from the preparatory mini-hackathon that took 

place on May 19, 2021 (see 2.2). Young people from Den Bosch thought the name 'Hackathon' 

was too vague. According to them, Challenge was much clearer, more up-to-date and better. 

Therefore, the name change of this IO5 from hackathon during the run changed to Challenge 

to Change . 

 

The central goal of Play Equal: creating equal opportunities for young people is also one of 

the UN Global Goals (see Figure 1). Goal 10: Reduce inequality . This beautiful connection 

can therefore be used very consciously during the hackathon. As a result, students gain 

more knowledge of the global goals and can make an even wider social commitment to this 

(see also 1.3). The assignment for the teams was: 

 

“What idea, design can you come up with and make that  

reduces inequality and promotes equal opportunities for young people?” 

 
 

 

 

 
1Hackathon = an event in which teams work together in a certain time frame to come up with creative, 
innovative solutions for complex issues. 

https://playequal.eu/en/about/
https://playequal.eu/en/about/
https://playequal.eu/en/about/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Myt8tMNuqYYXddsZ1DPC2MqzajwvV48y/view?usp=sharing
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Figure 1: The United Nations ' 17 sustainable global goals . 

1.2 Target group - Who can participate? 

An important starting point for organizing a hackathon is determining the target group: which 

young people are allowed to participate and how are you going to reach them? Our 

hackathon was aimed at young people between the ages of 12 and 19. The focus was on 

students from secondary education and the first years of secondary vocational education. 

 

Tip : let participants register in teams of max. 5 young people. Working with teams ensures 

that young people find common motivation to participate and feel safe in a team of students 

they know. It also fits in well with a well-known entrepreneurial wisdom: " Alone you go faster, 

but together you go further". 

 

Participation in the hackathon is ideally based on an educational curriculum component. In 

the Netherlands, for example, as an implementation of the social internship or the profile 

assignment. However, students can also develop an idea based on personal interest or their 

professional studies, all disciplines are welcome! Think of: art, music, technology, nature 

and greenery, environment, care, languages, sports and exercise, nutrition and health, 

marketing, economy, logistics, retail, animal care... The more variation in the background of 

the teams, the better. more interesting the exchanges on the hackathon day itself. 

1.3 Objective of the Challenge 

The aim of the Challenge is to ask young people themselves what they think should be done 

now to ensure equal opportunities. This gives them a voice in tackling this 'tough' complex 

issue. At the same time, participating young people become more aware of 

opportunity/inequality of opportunity and the 17 global goals. Many Dutch schools have made 

working on these Global Goals central to their ambition, including the educational 

organizations involved in Play Equal (KW1C, 2020; Avans Hogeschool, 2020). The Challenge 

is an appropriate interpretation for this. Pupils work on socially relevant issues and thus 

https://www.17doelendiejedeelt.nl/17-doelen/
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experience meaningful education. An additional effect is generating input for adjusting 

municipal policy with regard to young people and their future opportunities. 

 

The Challenge assignment for the participating teams in this case was: 

 

“What idea, design can you come up with and make that  

reduces inequality and promotes equal opportunities for young people?” 

1.4 Short program summary 

Prior to the Hackathon day, young people will work in teams of 5 people on the challenge 

assignment related to the theme. To keep the teams engaged and inspired during their design 

process, they can follow workshops in preparation for the Hackathon Day. Entrepreneurial 

Education has developed 3 preparation workshops for the participating teams, see 1.6. 

 

In addition to the use of (digital) workshops in the preliminary phase, the inclusion of 

challenging elements such as involving a professional jury panel contributes to the challenge 

element. We also recommend involving student coaches from higher professional education 

(eg Social Work or PABO) for coaching the participating teams in the preliminary phase and 

during the day itself 2. Ideally, this challenge fits in with the school's curriculum or learning 

objectives. It therefore yields learning results, appreciation or (study) credits. This ensures a 

logical connection to education, facilitates teacher involvement and prevents extra work for 

students and professionals. 

 

The 'prize' attached to this challenge is actually being able to carry out their design. You 

achieve this by working together with local parties who can take their idea further. This can be 

facilitated, among other things, by the use of a jury panel of people from the field during the 

hackathon day. This panel, for example, consists of 6 experts from various local organizations 

and with various specialisms. Ideally, they bring in a large local network that can realize the 

ideas and opportunities from the designs of the teams. They will provide feedback on the 

designs made during the hackathon day, see 1.7. 

 

Positive-critical exchange with teams from other schools (hacking together) and specially 

selected guests on the day itself prove to be of added value. To do this, bring all teams 

together at a location in the morning and let them pitch to each other, ask critical questions 

and 'steal' good ideas. Unfortunately, this 'hacking' part could not be realized during our 

hackathon day in November 2020, because the Covid measures forced us to make a last-

minute adjustment to the plan. 

 

The invited experts and guests are ideally selected in such a way that they see opportunities 

for the use of the design/idea where possible and can help the participating teams further. In 

addition, the created design naturally forms a nice addition to the individual portfolio and CV 

of the participants 

. 

 

  

 
2
 In our trajectory, participants came in a trajectory supervised by Entrepreneurial Education 'sH and KW1C. 
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1.5 Organization and implementation 

Good preparation is essential to hold a successful Hackathon. This preparation ideally starts 

10 months in advance. For a detailed elaboration of the steps that are taken here, see the 

schedule under 2.2 Timetable Challenge trajectory. It is especially important to have timely 

contact with local schools that want to participate about which educational components this 

Hackathon is best suited to. Embedding in education makes it more fun and easier for 

everyone involved. It is not for nothing that we use the adage “don't stack, but replace” in 's-

Hertogenbosch . Education is already full enough, there is rarely room for anything additional 

to the curriculum. It is very important to set this up properly and coordinate with teachers from 

the schools. 

 

Naturally, a broad and flexible organizational team consisting of various parties involved is a 

prerequisite for success. Two key persons per organization works best. Ideally, these people 

meet on a structured basis, for example every three weeks (online) at a fixed time. As 

mentioned, we advise involving trainees from secondary and higher vocational education in 

the entire process. They can be involved in their own course unit. Both in the organization of 

the day, for example from the MBO event management course, and in the guidance of the 

young people in the teams, from Social Work or the Pabo. In the 2 months prior to the planned 

hackathon day, more frequent contact of the core team is recommended. 

 

In preparation, a pilot can possibly be held six months before the hackathon day. A so-called 

mini hackathon. This brings the challenge to the attention of potential participants and schools. 

With the use of good social media, it creates exposure, local buzz and learning experiences 

for committed interns from universities of applied sciences who will soon become team 

supervisors. It also gives the organizing team practice material to train their skills and 

cooperation. 

 

For the hackathon day itself, a scenario with time planning and subdivision of tasks and 

responsibilities is important. See 2.5 for a timetable of the script used for the Hackathon that 

took place on November 18 in 's-Hertogenbosch. You will also be able to access the 

underlying information for the judging panel and a plan B in the context of Covid restrictions 

via the link above. 

1.6 Workshops 

It is known that people, especially young people, need support in planning and organizing 
their activities (Crone, 2018). Especially when working on large projects that require 
collaboration and thinking ahead, it can be a challenge for them to stay active. Working on 
such a Hackathon assignment and design falls under that. That is why we have developed 
three workshops that teachers can follow together with their teams. We recommend using 
this in a balanced way in the preliminary phase. For example, 1 workshop per week in the 
three weeks before the Challenge day.  
 
These workshops therefore form a supporting teaching programme. Teachers can use these 
complete, visual lessons (in Dutch) in the preliminary phase of the Hackathon Day. The 
workshops were created based on the design circle, see image 2.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/d/1rE5_GSy9l9kddiVGvROeCaJwtx3fSc7Tz1wolUZ0vAI/edit
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Fcn7tczbBMTj5c1x2lhZnazL3WPOeobR?usp=sharing
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Workshop 1 - 17 World Goals and Product Idea 
Workshop 2 - Design realization 
Workshop 3 - Marketing and Presentation 
 

In the first workshop “World goals and product idea” the first 

2 parts of the circle come back (confront and explore) and 

they get to work with 17 world goals and a product idea. This 

lesson ensures that students know what Challenge to 

Change entails. They also gain more knowledge about the 17 

global goals. At the end of this workshop, the assignment for 

the challenge is clear and each team has come up with a first product/idea! And as icing on 

the cake, they can link it to a 2nd or even 3rd world goal. 

 

In the second workshop “Design realization” the components design sketches, design 

realization and design testing and adjustment are discussed. This workshop contributes to 

being able to clearly state what exactly the goal(s) of the team are. Afterwards, the team knows 

what they want to contribute to and how they want to get there with their team and the design. 

This workshop also provides feedback on their design, so that they can further adjust and 

strengthen it 

 

In the third workshop “Marketing & Presentation” the teams get to work with the last 2 phases 

of the design circle: practicing presenting and deepening and broadening your product. 

Participants teach you what marketing, PR and communication are and can make a plan for 

this with their team. This will come in handy when presenting and selling their idea, so that 

they can convince others of the importance of executing it! Everyone will also know what to 

do for the Challenge day after this workshop. 

1.7 Criteria and Jury Panel Rating 

No hackathon without a panel and award ceremony to celebrate the results! The jury panel is 

not only there to design and value ideas from the teams, but also forms a broad representation 

of the professional field. The panel members together form a reflection of various social 

domains: (Retail) trade, Education, Art, Nature/Green, Technology, Welfare/Care, etc. In that 

capacity they look at which designs can be further developed at which local organization. They 

bring their expertise and network with them and thus ensure anchoring in current local work 

practice. We also advise inviting the relevant councilor of the municipality to reflect on how the 

ideas of the participants can be taken up in local policy.  

 

Appendix 3.3 contains a document that can be used to instruct the jury panel on how to value 

the Hackathon designs. The term value has been deliberately chosen, instead of assessment, 

because we do not want to declare a winner. Declaring a winner also implies non-winners. 

Given the focus on commitment and talent development, we have worked from the idea that 

not 1 team is the best, but that there are several teams that deserve a special 

mention/appreciation. 
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2. ORGANIZATION, ORGANIZATION , RESPONSIBILITIES  

2.1 Working group team members  

The hackathon day is best organized by a mixed team of professionals, HBO and MBO 

students. Both people from participating educational institutions (in our case the Koning Willem 

1 College, the Bossche Vakschool and Avans University of Applied Sciences), the municipality 

and a local network organization (Stichting Ondernemend Onderwijs) together ensure broad 

support and reach within the local context. 

  

Tip: work with a small daily 'core team' and also an outside circle with stakeholders from the 

local cooperation organizations that you keep informed on a monthly basis and involve where 

necessary. 

 

In our case, the core team consisted of 2 coordinators from Entrepreneurial Education, 5 

student employees from OO'sH and 2 civil servants from the municipality of 's-Hertogenbosch. 

They had close contact with the contact person for the location of the event, the Hospitality 

Office coordinator of the KW1C. We were able to use the great, inspiring location: the School 

for the Future . 

  

Tip: Make sure there is a link to students from the local secondary vocational education, so 

that they can be involved during the organization of the event. For example, students from opl. 

management support, students from the event agency or theater academy as chairman of the 

day and for performing cool energizers during the day. See also the script. 

 

During the start-up, the organization team has close contact with: 

● designer for flyer, social media posts, pitch, poster and information booklet 

● colleagues for, among other things, giving workshops to guide the participating teams 

● teachers from local secondary schools, who had a role as team supervisor 

● panel members, including recruitment and selection 

● moderator, photographer and video reporter for the day itself 

● teachers from KW1C - event agency, for collaboration with students from relevant 

education such as management support and catering 

● different professionals to invite a mixed palette of guests. 

 

Tip : Ensure good, effective communication to education and the host location. Keep each 

other well informed. We recommend collaboration in Google Drive for this, because people 

from different organizations can easily work together on documents. 

 

  

https://www.pelsergroep.nl/projecten/school-voor-de-toekomst/
https://www.pelsergroep.nl/projecten/school-voor-de-toekomst/
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2.2 Timetable: Trajectory Challenge Day 

In the table below you will find step by step the important milestones and tasks that together 

lead to a successful hackathon day for collecting ideas about equality of opportunity.  

 

NB: Since we had to deal with a lockdown in the spring of 2021, we held an online mini-

hackathon half a year before the real Hackathon day. This mini hackathon during Covid 

restrictions showed that young people really wanted a live (not online) hackathon day. Holding 

attention for more than 30 minutes during online meetings is a (too) big challenge for this target 

group. 

 

When? What has to happen? By who? 

10 months 
months in 
advance 

Set date for Challenge.  
Check which special weeks (week of Internationalization/week of the 
Child, week of Diversity, etc.) the project connects to. Tune in well 
with education due to holidays, test weeks, etc 

Organization 
team together. 

8 to 10 months in 
advance 

Contact educational organizations to see which curriculum 
components the Challenge aligns with.  
 
Align with who you need to be in order to make a link with education. 
Note the names of executive teachers who can be contacted for this 
purpose.  
 
If necessary, carry out a small pilot to gain experience. 

core team 

7 months in 
advance 

Send a teaser & save the date to teachers and other relevant 
persons/guests that may be involved. 

core team 

7 months in 
advance 

Coordinate with partners what the ideal location for the Challenge is. 
Ideally at the Town Hall because of cachet and appearance to the 
participating young people.  
2nd option is at one of the participating schools. Reserve and record 
the location. 

core team 
organization 

 Request a quote for lunch, based on number of participants and 
guests. 

core team 

6 months in 
advance 

Schedule the core group meetings, on a 2-week basis.  
When preparing and making working group agreements and 
deadlines, take into account the cadence and planning of schools, 
know when they have holidays and when the peak moments and 
special weeks (activity week, test week, etc.) are. Connect logically to 
the teaching periods. 

core team 

5 months in 
advance 

Making promotional material for the Challenge - poster/flyer student design 
academy 

4 months in 
advance 

Start developing/ adapting/ translating workshops for the preparatory 
process, if necessary.  
Make sure to make use of the workshops that have been developed 
for this process. See 1.6 and appendix 3.1. 

core team 

4 months in 
advance 

Making contact with executive teachers of subjects/ units of study 
that are in line with the theme of Equal Opportunities/ Diversity/ 
Designs/ etc 

3 months in 
advance 

2-4 months in 
advance 

Actively look for guests, board members of schools and organizations 
who join during the afternoon program to listen to the designs and 
ideas and possibly to help further. 

core team 
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3 months in 
advance 

Creating a visually appealing Pitch to enthuse students/school teams 
for participating in the Challenge. Use the already developed pitch for 
this . 
 

core team/trainee 

2-3 months in 
advance 

Visiting schools and youth centers to pitch in classes. Put up posters 
in schools and JC's. 
Distribute social media posts via Insta, Facebook, Linkedin, etc 

core team + 
interns 

3 months in 
advance 

Approach panel members for shortlist.  
NB: ensure a good mix of people from different social domains. (Nature & 
green, technology, ICT, economy & trade, art & culture, education, welfare). 
The larger the network and the social embedding, the influence the panel 
member has, the better for putting young people's ideas into relevant practice. 

core team 

 Approaching student (e.g. theater academy) for chairperson role  
Approaching student (e.g. multimedia) for video report/photo report 

core team 

2 months in 
advance 

Distribute social media posts again  

 Discuss the shortlist jury panel with the organization team, make a 
choice for 5 to 6 panel members. 

core team 

7 weeks in 
advance 

Create invitation letter for guests, distribute together with registration 
form, linked to Drive spreadsheet, so that you immediately have all 
the data for the name badges right. 

 

6 weeks in 
advance 

Start by drawing up and completing the scenario for the day itself.  
- Who does what? - What role will student employees have? - Who 
will contact the press/photographer? - Who will chair the day? - Who 
hosts the energizers, etc. 

core team + 
interns 

5 weeks in 
advance 

Start organizing content Goodie Bags, as a memento for participants.  
- nice memento for participants in the theme of the day (we had a 
rainbow popsocket for cellphone) - merchandise, gadgets from 
organizations - something tasty (popcorn / rainbow lollipop / 
chocolate) - writing utensils, etc. 
- Certificate of participation goes in here 

interns 

4 weeks in 
advance 

Draw up a participant list of team members via Excel (ideally via 
Drive), have the team supervisors check whether you have all the 
names correct. You will need this when making the name badges for 
the day itself. 

core team 

 Coordinate with facilities company: 
Make an inventory of how many people join for lunch, pass on the 
number of lunches to catering.  
Determine required coffee & tea & lemonade 
Arranging drinks afterwards for afterwards talkers. 

core team 

3 weeks in 
advance 

Making a map of rooms at the location, where is which team. 
Adjusting the script for the hackathon day 

interns 

2 weeks in 
advance 

Print participation certificates for the participants.  
(Choose nicely marked thick paper from one of the organizations) 

core team 

 Have beautiful name stickers (t-shirt tape) printed  
for the day itself: first & last name, role, organization 

core team 

1 week in 
advance 

Filling goodie bags and printing jury panel assessment forms.  
Prepare Live stream if necessary for those staying at home. 
Checking diary. everything ready? 

 

After the Post on social media about how it was, with pictures.  core team 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lrBoyQQt0DxppwItHpZNexEz_KEThRoE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lrBoyQQt0DxppwItHpZNexEz_KEThRoE/view?usp=sharing
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challenge day Submit  
evaluation in google forms . Draw up a report and send it to all 
participants and guests and interested parties within participating 
organizations.  
Have new collaborations arisen? 

2.3 Timetable: The performance of the day itself 

Playbook Challenge to Change - Play Equal  

version

: 04 date: 6-11-2021     

      

Time What? Explanation of "What?" Who? 

Which 

location? 

commitment from KW1C 

(cooperation with Scenario) 

  

NB: The morning is mainly for the teams 

and supervisors.    

08:00 - 

08:15 

Collect - start up 

together 

Collect by the organization team, 

briefly discuss the day, show the 

rooms 

organizati

onal team 

School for 

the Future 

- reception 

hall 

Welcoming the organization team, contact 

Herbert. Students of the event agency 

host the entrance and cloakroom and 

possibly guidance from the parking lot to 

SvdT 

08:30 - 

09:15 Preparing spaces 

Indicate all team places by means 

of A4 sheets on doors and prepare 

everything 

organizati

on team  

To have the School of the Future ready for 

this. 

09:15-

09:50 

Arrival Challenge 

teams 

Arrival teams and guiding teams to 

their spots. Give a red sticker to 

people who do not want to be 

photographed. 

students 

(Arjan, 

Eva, 

Lotte, 

Romy, 

Kim)  

Support by students of KW1C - Event 

Office - Wardrobe, guidance of guests 

who come by public transport car 

 Receive press  

Femke, 

Margo   

      

10.00 - 

10:25 Opening - plenary 

short central opening, explanation 

day + workout energizer boxing to 

mobilize good atmosphere and 

energy 

chairman 

of the day 

(Lyenne 

Doornbos

) Work plaza 

Presentation by Lyenne Doorenbosch, 

alumnus of MAP. (Via Florain - team 

leader MAP) - City trainer, approach 

sports-oriented young people from that 

team? Someone from Geertje's team (or 

via Sheila Dreissen. 

10.30 - 

12:00 

Make design 

bolder! 

Hacking & Fine 

Tuning 

The morning is for real hacking. 

Walk around, ask critical 

questions, stimulate teams, make 

them think and fine-tune parts. 

(Working form is developed by OO 

during the workshop. 

PABO 

students, 

PE team 

members, 
all areas in 

SvT 

Surrounded by event students KW1C (via 

Geertje and her students). Using the Blij-

Jammer method for hacking. 

12.00 - 

13.00 Lunch. 120 people 

Energizers during lunch, so that 

people also get moving. 

Options for teams that want it: 

Treasure hunt terrain KW1C, 

Wonder tour. 

Chairman 

of the day 

opens 

lunch. All 

eat 

together Workplaza 

Treasure hunt KW1C - Event agency 

(Geertje Lensen, supervisor of this) 

Supported by students MAP Cifood 

supplies the lunch: Lunch soft, completely 

vegetarian, all on brown bread. Panna 

field - Basketball - Table tennis 

12:00 - 

13:00 Reception of guests 

The panel members and other 

guests will also come during lunch. 

Student 

event 

agency 
Reception 

hall  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdTNqMQs7xJTitij5QuS9J6ie-EMUZ0em2yCPGXJU1w_GnokQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JDHlMh7OV9tHqCvzyOZxpoyxtc-odOH8/view?usp=sharing
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13.00 - 

Presentations/ 

Market 

Carousel shape in 3 rounds of 20 

minutes and 5 minutes changeover 

time. (Work schedule for this 

follows. Each time someone else 

from a team presents and you look 

at each other. The jury panel also 

walks around and ensures that 

they have been everywhere. 

(Instruction for this follows) 

PEteam 

members 

receiving 

outside 

guests 

all rooms 

in SvT, 

layout for 

making 

Shine moment for beautiful graduation 

pieces of KW1C students? (Asking 

Geertje to her students to find out and 

approach this) BV: Globe by Sam van 

Beek - Getlab Avans (Miranda 

Rotmensen) 

13.00 - 

13.15 

Kick off with 

energizer and short 

explanation 

energizer (students KW1C) and 

short explanation about the rounds 

chairman 

of the day 

introduce

s   

13.15 - 

13.45 

Round 1 

Presentations 

running schedule worked out on 

another tab. This gives all 

participants the opportunity to 

listen and appreciate two other 

presentations. All guests can visit 3 

presentations.    

13.45 - 

14.15 

Round 2 

presentations     

14.15 - 

14.45 

Round 3 

Presentations     

15:45 - 

15:30 

Consultation by 

panel/jury. 

Jury will choose teams that will 

receive extra spotlight. jury panel Oval Office  

 Break for others  

outdoor 

energizer

s   

15:15 - 

15:30 

Cleaning up your 

own presentations, 

tidying up allocated 

space  

teams 

themselv

es  

Student employees supervise the clean-

up, motivate students to help each other. 

Also make sure everyone is back in time 

for the jury panel feedback 

15.15 - 

15.30 

Uploading the 

photos that jury 

panel  

Colin & 

Nick 

(Design 

Academy 

students)   

15.30 - 

16.00 

Presentation & 

appreciation by jury 

Presentation & appreciation by jury 

panel to everyone in large 

reception room. Depending on 

what the jury panel encounters, 

about 7, 8, 9 teams can be put in 

the spotlight. 

jury panel 

chairpers

on 

Workplaza 

downstairs, 

everyone 

standing 

Prepare final drink (fresh + drink nut + 

bitterbal) 

16.00 - 

17.00 

Joint closing & 

drinks  

Chairman 

of the day 

closes 

All 
Staff 

canteen 

Give something nice to all participants 

(handy and environmentally friendly) Ask 

KW1C students what their idea is for this. 

Distribute KW1C certificates to all 

participants. 

17:00 

18:00 Tidy  

organizati

onal team 
whole 

location close together nicely and neatly. 
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3. APPENDICES  

3.1 The workshops 

During the preliminary phase between July and November, 17 teams of young people from all 

kinds of backgrounds and educations worked hard to come up with and shape their ideas. 

They were guided in the design process together with their teachers by Entrepreneurial 

Education with the use of specially developed workshops, student supervisors, network 

partners and customized support ( link to workshops ). 

3.2 Format communication teachers/team supervisors 

Mail sample to schools/teachers, 3 months in advance: 

 

“Hey education colleague, are you helping Equal 

Opportunities for young people by giving young people a 

boost? 

  

Are you still looking for a fun, challenging social assignment 

that pupils and/or students aged 12 to 19 can work on in 

groups and for which a digital teaching program of 3 

workshops is provided? 

Where you can choose to have your students supported or 

guided by senior students? 

The workshops can replace or supplement regular lessons on 

topics such as 'what are the 17 world goals and how can you 

develop an idea for this?', designing a product and working 

together in a team, marketing and presenting your plan. And 

with which you as a student team really have a chance to put 

your idea into practice! 

  

Then share the poster in the appendix with your class and 

your colleagues at school and offer pupils and students the opportunity to participate in this Challenge 

to Change on November 18, 2021, in teams of 5 people, at KW1C School for the Future. Simply scan 

the QR code and fill in the registration form, which has plenty of room for questions. There is room for 

a maximum of 25 teams, so don't wait too long to sign up! Designs from all disciplines are welcome: 

technology, art and culture, environment and greenery, food and health, care and welfare, economy 

and market. Can also be used as a social internship or profile assignment. The workshops are a 

collaboration between the Talent Atelier of KW1C and the Entrepreneurial Education team and will be 

digitally available to all participants. The program runs from the end of September to November 18, 

2021. After registration, you will be notified as soon as possible. contacted you for further arrangements. 

  

Kind regards, on behalf of the Play Equal project group, Challenge to Change  

team member name” 

 

  

https://www.ondernemend-onderwijs.nl/workshops/werken-aan-kansengelijkheid-voor-jongeren/
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3.3 Working method of the jury panel during the hackathon day 

Each panel member assesses the participating designs and designers on the basis of 6 fixed criteria on 

a scale of 1 to 5. In addition, each panel member has an Open Bonus Criterion. A short explanation of 

the rating gives the participants feedback on their design based on the 7 criteria. We ensure that all 

materials for the assessment are printed and ready for you at the School for the Future. You are 

welcome from 10:00, but arriving with lunch is also fine. We provide a running schedule for the 

afternoon, so that all teams are visited by a panel member during the presentation round. 

In total, a team can achieve a maximum of 35 points. If a team is judged by x panel members, the 

team's total score is divided by that x number. The jury panel uses these scores to quickly determine 

a top 6 / 7 / 8 ... of the teams they want to put in the spotlight during the joint feedback at 15:30. 

 

 

Each participant receives a personal certificate/proof of participation. The valuation criteria with their 

description are stated on the back of the certificate. The certificate contains a short description of the 

purpose of Play Equal and of the Challenge to Change. It also contains all the logos of the organizations 

participating in Play Equal. 

* Description of the criteria 

1. Influence on equity 

Estimation to what extent the idea, design or product has an impact on promoting equality (and or 

eliminating inequality). 

2. Innovative / originality / guts 

The idea, design or product is both innovative (innovative) and original / special / genuine / 

authentically invented. 

3. Presentation / Identity 

In the presentation, attention was paid to important factors in communication; verbal and non-verbal; 

draws attention, contains the problem, contains the solution, and calls for action. The design has 

characteristics of its own identity / character / individuality / own face. 

4. Plan and Realization/Feasibility 

The design is substantiated in a marketing/sales plan; the team provides suggestions or references for 

the realization of the design. 

5. Collaboration / Team Choices 

Both in the development process and during the final day, the team demonstrates cooperation, input 

from all members, consultation and coordination. It is explained which choices have been made and 

why. 

6. Balance based on background of participants 

Here an extra evaluation takes place based on the background and age of the participants; NB teams 

come from VMBO, VO and 1st year MBO 

7. Open bonus criterion 

In this open bonus criterion, each panel member has the opportunity to rate something that falls 

outside the 6 criteria mentioned. Please provide a brief explanation. 
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Jury panel sheet: Appreciation designs Equal Opportunities for Youth  

at Challenge to Change November 18, 2021 

  

Name panelist:   

 

Number and Name team:  

 

Rating and short feedback per criterion 

 

1  Influence on equity of opportunityScore:   Description of valuation:  

 

2  Innovative / Originality Score:   Rating Description:  

 

3  Presentation / identity   Score:   Description rating:  

 

4  Plan/Realization/Feasibility Score:   Description of valuation:  

 

5  Collaboration / Team choicesScore:   Description rating:  

 

6  Balance for participantsScore:   Description rating:  

 

7  Open bonus criterion   Score:   Description rating:  

 

Additional comments 
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3.4 Communication formats for jury panel and guests 

Below are only sample texts that can be used in communication to the judges and guests 

before the day itself. NB: It is recommended that jury panel members are recruited through 

face-to-face contact. Mail can be forwarded to confirm appointments. 

3.4.1 Mail for contact with potential panelists  
 

Best …. 

 

As just said on LinkedIN       I would like to tell you more about the wonderful Challenge-to-Change for 

young people, by young people, which we organize from Entrepreneurial Education, together with 

KW1C, the Bossche Vakschool and the municipality of 's-Hertogenbosch in Den Bosch. Bosch as part 

of a large European project Play Equal. Shall I, for example next Friday morning, October 8, come to 

the neighborhood (your location) to talk to you about it? 

We are looking for people and organizations who want to support the social importance of this. 

That can be done in different ways; 

● as a panelist; you assess the designs devised and made by the pupil or student teams and 

provide feedback on, among other things, Originality, Increasing Equality, Collaboration, 

Presentation, Feasibility-Feasibility; 

● as a company/organization; you value the designs based on corporate social responsibility and 

from there you invest in their actual implementation 

● as a consultant; you appreciate the designs and see opportunities for teams to take them 

further, give them a stage, link them to important contacts in your network 

● as a supporter, facilitator,….. 

 

NB: the panel members represent as many different worlds or disciplines as possible; technology and 

technology, art and culture, environment and greenery, economy and market, care and welfare, food 

and health. 

 

Do you see opportunities to support this great initiative and to inform and involve your network? For that 

you need insightful material and let's have it nicely developed with student employees! We have 

available the poster Challenge-to-Change, the pitch for the Challenge to Change and the information 

booklet Challenge-to-Change book. I am adding the reduced version of the information booklet as an 

attachment. You can use it as you wish, so that you can already inform and involve your colleagues 

and companies from your network. 

 

Hopefully you'll have time for a cup of coffee soon.       

Good luck and see you soon! 

On behalf of the OO and Play Equal teams, 
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3.4.2 Mail for evaluation with all involved  

 

“[Organizer name] on behalf of the Play Equal team, 

to everyone who has committed to the Challenge-to-Change on November 18 at the School for the 

Future: 

 

Good luck and how!!       Also with plan C (and months of hard work) we harvested great ideas from 

young people for equality of opportunity during the Challenge to Change @SchoolvoordeToekomst of 

the KW1C. For example, a school pass for every young person to be able to manage the budget for 

learning materials themselves, or air-purifying, energy-giving plants in classrooms, or a sustainable, 

eco-school breakfast for everyone. You can read a detailed report of the day here and on the website 

of Ondernemend Onderwijs 

Thank you so much to everyone who has committed to this over the past few months! Together you 

really get a lot further! Margo, Mandy, Jan, our student employees Arjan, Eva, Romy, Kim, Sam, Lotte 

and Claudyo, you are top notch! Our colleagues from the KW1C: Herbert, Petra, Nina and of course 

the project team of the Municipality of 's-Hertogenbosch: Sophie and Natalie. Thanks to the positively 

stimulating-critical jury, Maarten, Nathalie, Robin, Maurice and Tommy, it became clear what 

opportunities there are for co-creation with young people in practice and in policy-making! But of course, 

especially great appreciation for all participating school teams and their supervisors! If you are the 

harbinger of the future, you will be fine! 

Do you have a few minutes to give us your feedback on this special Challenge-to-Change? 

Would be great, click here for your reaction! 

Thank you all and see you next time! 

 

With enthusiastic regards, 

On behalf of the entire organizing team 

Femke Gijsbers 

 

PS: Team facilitators, will you share this message with your teams? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdTNqMQs7xJTitij5QuS9J6ie-EMUZ0em2yCPGXJU1w_GnokQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
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